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With airline travel increasing in record numbers, more people are experiencing the frustration

five times you learn all the airlines travel terms, you won’t be dependent on your local trave

The price of your travel flight is based on plenty of intricate components that the airlines r

Now if you already know most of these airlines flight terms, then that is ok. However, there’s
Most of the airlines service terms you will come across will play a big factor on whether you
Misunderstanding in Airline Terms can cost you more currency!

Direct or Through Service: This can get a little confusing to plenty of individuals. The aircr

Nonstop versus Direct or Through Service: Don’t get this five confused, because plenty of airl

Connecting Flight: When you’re on this type of service flight, now this is treated differently

online Connections: This is when you modify an aircraft but continue to fly with the same carr

Interline Connection: This is when you as a passenger changes airplanes, but instead of boardi

Open Jaw: No it’s not when you see the price of your ticket & your jaw drops. This trip is fiv

Consolidators: A consolidator can be your friend if you understand how they work. basically pu

Lets talk types of Fares! If you’re searching for fares online, you will come across a list of

Normal Fares: A normal fare is first class, business class, & economy. These have no restricti

Restricted Excursion & Discounted Fares: These have certain restrictions, & that is why they a
With an understanding how the air travel industry communicates, & how they determine a flight
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